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Every child deserves quality compassionate health care.
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I would like to sincerely thank all of our
donors, supporters, volunteers, our Board of
Directors and staff for striving towards
AHC’s mission, despite all the difficulties. I
cannot forget to mention all the medical
students that persevered in their studies
through a global pandemic, the communities
that continued to welcome us and applaud
the Cambodian government, Ministry of
Health and government health workers who
have worked so hard for Cambodia to
successfully fight COVID-19. 

All of us together enable AHC to stay open
and save many thousands of Cambodian
children now and in the future. I hope
everyone will keep generously supporting
AHC for a bright, healthy future for them. All
of us are on this mission together. AHC is our
organisation. AHC is our success.

Yours sincerely,

Dr Ngoun Chanpheaktra 

Message from AHC's Hospital Director (CEO)
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Dr Ngoun Chanpheaktra is one of the first
paediatricians to work at AHC and has been
with the organisation since its founding in
1999. He became AHC’s Hospital Director in
2016. 

In September 2021, AHC began the
transition to become a locally led and
managed organisation. As CEO, Dr Pheaktra
now oversees all aspects of AHC from
medical service delivery, education,
operations, to organisational strategy. 

Dear friends of AHC,

I started my journey at AHC as a fresh
medical graduate when we opened in 1999. I
grew up here and became a doctor here.
Over the past 21 years, we have
continuously learned, improved and evolved,
thanks to the endless support and
mentorship from donors and experts around
the world, and of course, Professor Claudia. I
would like to thank everyone for believing in
Cambodian children, in AHC and in me. 

2021 brought many challenges for us all. At
AHC, COVID-19 continued to bring fear,
stress and financial hardship to the families
we work with, creating further barriers to
accessing health care. We had to think
outside the box and adapt to new ways of
working, and efficiently respond with
compassion and expertise to continue
providing the best care and treatment
possible.

The national COVID-19 outbreak and its
knock on effects disrupted our operations.
Costs increased. We all worried about
patient and staff safety. We feared
contracting the virus. It was difficult for
children to come to AHC, particularly from
rural areas, which is especially dangerous for
our chronically ill patients. Many families slid
back into poverty, as they lost jobs and
livelihoods. People tried hard to adapt, pay
less for daily life. Some went into debt. I
expect to see a long-term impact of the delay
in critical care for Cambodian children.

Thanks to your emergency support, we built
a ward for COVID-19 positive patients and
staff. We experienced staff shortage due to
staff treatment and quarantine. Still, we
never gave up. By October, we were able to
close down the ward and began to receive
our usual daily number of patients. 

For many years, AHC has run on the
generosity of our international donors but
during the pandemic, overseas donations
declined. Our supporters here in Cambodia
helped fill the funding gap, now contributing
one third of our running costs. However, we
are struggling to raise the total funds needed
to keep AHC open for the thousands of
children who need our care. We are working
towards two-thirds of our income to come
from within Cambodia by 2025, but now we
need our international supporters more than
ever. 

As healthcare in Cambodia is evolving, so is
AHC. AHC now fills a gap for all Cambodian
children who are chronically ill and need
compassionate specialty care that is still
difficult to receive in Cambodia. We will
continue to respond to the changing needs,
working alongside the Royal Government of
Cambodia to ensure the quality of healthcare
matches that of developed nations. 
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Soum Sambath, CEO of CAM-Paint, the largest paint manufacturer in Cambodia, is now the first Cambodian 
Chairman of AHC's Board of Directors. He has been supporting AHC for over 10 years, brings a wealth of 
leadership and business expertise, and will work closely with Dr Pheaktra to support AHC's strategic goals. 

“Like other children in the world, Cambodian children deserve to be healthy. Investing 
time and effort into paediatric healthcare is essential to ensure that all Cambodian 
children, the future of our country, can be in good health and grow up to develop 

Cambodia like developed countries.”
– Soum Sambath 

“It has been an honour to serve as chair of AHC over the last eight years. Ever since our 
first involvement, it has always been the intention for AHC to be managed and overseen 

by Cambodians. With Dr Pheaktra taking over responsibility for the management of 
AHC, the time is right for the board to be Cambodian led. In Sambath, AHC has the ideal 

person as he has been involved with AHC for over 10 years and has an outstanding 
knowledge of the organisation as well as the Cambodian commercial environment.” 

– Rob Gazzi 

AHC's Board of Directors
AHC extends its deepest gratitude to Rob Gazzi who has stepped down as Chairman. Rob is staying on the 
board to support Sambath in his new role. 

The transition to becoming a locally led and 
managed organisation is an exciting step towards 
AHC’s long-term sustainability, as well as 
testament to the progress made and capacity built 
over the past two decades. 

“Professor Claudia and our former Chair, Rob, are very important 
people for us. They are dedicated to Cambodian children and to AHC. 

They are still here, supporting and working with us side by side to 
make sure that we can remain open for all the Cambodian children 

that need our care.” 
– Dr Pheaktra 

Leadership transitions in 2021

"My ambition as CEO was to ultimately transfer the leadership of AHC, for it to be 
locally led and managed. Dr Pheaktra is one of the most inspirational, kindest and 

humble people I have ever met or worked with. I have worked very closely with him 
over the past six years and I cannot think of anyone better than him to lead AHC." 

 - Professor Claudia Turner 

Professor Claudia Turner, AHC’s former CEO, continues to support Dr Pheaktra through the transition and 
will continue to manage special projects, like the Saving Babies Lives Programme. 

AHC's Executive Committee 
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Our Mission, Vision, Values 

េធ�ឱ��បេសរេឡងនូវ�រ��ំរ

សុខ�ពស��បកុ់�រកម�ុ�

�ងំអស់

កុ�រកម�ុ��គបរ់បូទទលួ�ននូវ 

េស�ែថ�សុំខ�ព�បកបេ�យ 

េសចក�េីម�� ករ�ុ នងិគុណ�ព 

ខ�ស់ េ�ះបី�ពកួេគរស់េ�

ទកីែន�ង� នងិមនិ�ន

លទ��ពបងៃ់ថ�េស�កេ៏�យ

េសចក�េីម�� ករ�ុ

គុណ�ព

ជ�ំញ

សុចរតិ�ព

MISSION

To improve healthcare for 
all Cambodia's children

VISION

For all Cambodian children 
to have access to quality 
compassionate medical care 
wherever they live and 
whatever their ability to pay

VALUES

Compassion
Quality Care
Expertise
Integrity 

េបសកកម�

ចក��វ�ស័យ

គុណតៃម�

The community in Sleng Spean Village get ready for 
health education and cooking demonstration from 
AHC's Nutrition Project Team. 
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Strategic Plan 2022-2026

During 2021, AHC evaluated progress on AHC’s 2019-2021 Strategic Plan 
and sought feedback from all AHC staff in order to develop the 
organisational priorities for the next five years. AHC’s 2022-2026 Strategic 
Plan serves as a roadmap toward improving healthcare for all Cambodia’s 
children in the long-term and saving lives now.  

To be a leading secondary and 
tertiary care centre delivering 
paediatric specialist services to 
children from across Cambodia.

To build capacity in Cambodia's 
healthcare system that extends 
beyond AHC's walls.

To run the organisation with 
exemplary governance.
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"It was a hard time for all families with us during lockdown."

Cambodia did not experience a full outbreak of COVID-19 in 2020, however that changed in February 2021 
when an outbreak in Phnom Penh spread nationwide. Siem Reap, where AHC is located, was one of the 
many provinces that experienced strict lockdowns between April and September.

“It was a hard time for all families that stayed with us during lockdown. Everyone 
had less income or no income at all. Transportation was risky, expensive and rarely 
available. We could only allow one caretaker of each child to stay at AHC, and as 

AHC was in a lockdown red zone, it was difficult to find food too."
-  Dr Meas Vorleak, Chief of ICU 

With 14 beds in the Paediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU), and six beds in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit 
(NICU), AHC remained at near full capacity throughout the year. There was a peak in admissions at the PICU 
after the first lockdown ended briefly in June, only to go under lockdown again in July. 
 
By late September, when all lockdowns in Cambodia ended, the admissions of patients began to increase 
while PICU intake began to slightly decline. 

“Right after lockdown, we had more patients but fewer staff, as many of our team 
were in quarantine. We had to be more cautious with infection and prevention 
control to avoid the spread of COVID-19, especially with children coming with 
respiratory infections. With good teamwork and dedication to the children, we 

managed. I am proud of my team!” shared Dr Vorleak.

Fortunately, the Cambodian government’s vaccination campaign was a success, rolling out quickly and 
effectively. By the end of 2021, 98% of Cambodia’s adult population and 75% of children five years or older 
were fully vaccinated. 
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Farmers, Chea and Ranet

“It was so sad, painful and stressful for me. I just gave birth… 
I had no energy. We were not sure what to do… we were 

afraid of COVID-19 and AHC is so far away from our home. 
But I’m so glad we made it here.”

Young farmers and first time parents, Chea
and Ranet, were not sure if it was normal
for newborns to have difficulty breathing.

After finding out their newborn Socheata
required specialised care, their neighbour
recommended they take her to AHC. 

Socheata was diagnosed with congenital
heart disease and neonatal sepsis,
conditions that put her at risk of
contracting COVID-19. Unfortunately, at
12-days-old, she was confirmed COVID-
19 positive.

Socheata was isolated immediately in
AHC’s COVID-19 ward for the next 15
days. Unfortunately, Socheata developed
pneumonia as a side effect of COVID-19,
and remained in the Paediatric Intensive
Care Unit (PICU) for three more weeks. 

Socheata was eventually discharged and
AHC’s doctors and nurses are confident
she can grow up to live a long and healthy
life.

AHC Annual Report 2021 6
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Dr Sam Lyvannak, Oncologist   

In July, empty classrooms within the
Education Department transformed
into the AHC COVID-19 ward. A
COVID Care Team (CCT) was set up.
All COVID-19 positive patients were
admitted for other conditions but
showed symptoms and were later
confirmed positive. 

The CCT consisted of three doctors,
six nurses, two cleaners and one
administrator. AHC medical staff
worked in split shifts, 12 hours for
nurses, and 24 hours for doctors. Dr
Sam Lyvannak, AHC’s Oncology
Specialist, was one of the three
doctors on the team. 

Dr Vannak examined COVID-19
positive patients twice a day, and
kept all caretakers updated. 

“I felt nervous at first, but I felt calm once I realised we were one big family 
on the same boat, trying to cross a big river. We had to take care of each

other in order to cross safely. The COVID Care Team did not just treat the 
disease but also any complications or problems our patients and their 

families faced. As a doctor, it was a challenging and rewarding experience.”
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total treatments were provided, from outpatient care to specialty services, despite 
numerous challenges from travel restrictions to staff shortages caused by COVID-19. 

65,694

children received life-saving emergency treatment in our specialist Paediatric Intensive 
Care Unit (PICU), one of the only facilities of its kind in Cambodia. 

993

government health facilities received our support to set up systems to improve patient 
care, install life-saving equipment and provide training and mentorship to health 
professionals.  

37

virtual and in-person attendances were recorded in AHC’s educational sessions for 
external healthcare professionals, nursing and medical students and AHC staff.  

49,419

attendances were recorded in AHC’s prevention and health education activities in villages, 
schools and communes.  

142,512

In the hospital, classroom and community....

Ningning, currently five-years old, has been receiving 
treatment for Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia (ALL) since 
2020. 

In July, while traveling from Kampot Province for routine 
chemotherapy treatment, Ningning developed a high 
fever and rough coughs. Ningning tested positive for 
COVID-19 upon arriving at AHC. She received treatment 
for COVID-19 first, and then succesfully resumed 
chemotherapy. She will finish treatment in January 2023. 

2021 in numbers

doctors completed their three-year sub-specialty training programme to become a 
paediatric specialty doctor, to address the gap in specialty care in Cambodia. 

4

doctors received classroom learning and hands-on skill-building and completed a one-year 
paediatric programme.

6
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Key Performance Indicators

AHC measures quality and 
effectiveness by monitoring Key 
Performance Indicators across 
departments in line with international 
best practices, to improve clinical 
practice and health outcomes.

Strict travel restrictions and a public fear of hospitals throughout the year meant fewer patients visited AHC in 2021. The decrease in patient numbers related mainly to less children with mild 
illnesses visiting AHC’s outpatient department. 

Despite an extended admission process due to COVID-19 screenings, thanks to our improved systems, the waiting time reduced to 125 minutes on average (compared to last year’s 167 
minutes). As general knowledge on hygiene improved and behaviour changed worldwide, AHC broke its record from 2020 and increased the hand hygiene level by 2%.

AHC’s readmission rate increased slightly by 0.3% compared to 2020. AHC was keen to discharge patients as early as possible to decrease any risks of them contracting COVID-19. Families 
were also in fear of contracting the virus and eager to stay away from public spaces. Furthermore, AHC’s Healthcare-Associated Infections (HCAI) rate dropped from 6.1% in 2020 to 3.9% in 
2021 because of increased hygiene and infection prevention measures implemented at the hospital and shorter patient stays. 

95% 
Hand hygiene levels

3.9%
Healthcare-associated
infections (HCAI) rate

125
Minutes on average

waiting time

1%
Readmission rate

12
Publications in 

international journals 
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One measure affecting many families visiting AHC in 2021 was the first interprovincial travel ban
enacted on April 7, 2021. While travel for emergency medical purposes was allowed, the lack of
public transportation created additional barriers for families attempting to get to AHC.

Samnang’s story is an example of the many families that overcame challenges presented by the
pandemic to receive the life-saving treatment their children needed during the lockdown. 

Lifesaving treatment during lockdown

"It was very difficult. There were many checkpoints. I had to beg the 
police to let me through. My son stopped me many times because the 
journey with the moto is hard, especially because of the rain and heat.
I was even afraid to stop at restaurants. I packed enough food for the 

journey so we could stop on the side of the road to eat.” 
– Bopha, Samnang’s mother 

Four-year-old Samnang lives in Saang District,
Kandal Province with his mother, Bopha, father
and two siblings. His father works as a farmer
and his income was hit during the pandemic, as
less suppliers collected produce to be sold at
market.  In January 2021, Bopha noticed that
her son’s eye was red and he stopped playing
with other children.  Bopha took Samnang to
the local clinic and was referred to a hospital in
Phnom Penh. There, Samnang was diagnosed
with retinoblastoma and was referred to AHC.  

Retinoblastoma is a common childhood cancer
affecting the eye. AHC’s specialised Eye Clinic
and Oncology Unit worked together to first
remove his eye and then follow-up with six
rounds of chemotherapy to ensure the cancer
does not return. After Samnang underwent
surgery and his first cycle of chemotherapy,
the national COVID-19 situation escalated
drastically. 

Children receiving chemotherapy for
retinoblastoma risk having their cancer return
if they miss even one month of treatment.
Bopha knew she had to do whatever she could
to ensure that Samnang received his next
round of chemotherapy. Having come to AHC
the previous two times by bus, this option was
no longer possible during lockdown. 

Bopha decided to make an 11-hour journey on
the family’s moto, with her sister carrying
Samnang on the back, as she saw no other
option.

The most difficult part was when they reached
Siem Reap Province because they came from a
COVID-19 “hot spot”. They were required to
take a COVID-19 test, wear a mask, get a
temperature check, and fill out paperwork
before they were able to present at AHC.
Many visitors had to stay for one night in
isolation with the local police while waiting for
their COVID-19 test results.  

Unfortunately, many cancer patients, typically
from poorer remote areas, were unable to
secure transport during the lockdown. AHC
was able to help families with the paperwork
to cross the checkpoints, yet without public
transportation available, travel was still a
barrier for chemotherapy patients potentially
putting them at risk of their cancer returning or
other complications. 

After six cycles, Samnang successfully finished
his chemotherapy in August 2021. AHC’s
Oncology team is confident Samnang has a
bright future ahead of him, growing up just like
other healthy children. 
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More than 20% of parents, 
caregivers, and children 
reported an increase of 
violence to children since the 
pandemic broke out. (World 
Vision, 2021)

Over half of all children have 
experienced at least one 
incident of violence before 
turning 18 in Cambodia. 
(UNICEF, 2013)

Going beyond medical care

"2021 was concerning. The number of cases we received dropped. It 
does not mean that problems disappeared. It means children who 

need our help did not or could not come to the hospital."
– Dim Sophearin, AHC's Head of Social Work 

Established in 2010, AHC’s Medical Social Work Unit plays a central role across all of AHC’s
departments; ensuring AHC identifies supports and protects vulnerable, abused or abandoned
children. AHC remains one of the only facilities in the country to offer holistic care and support to
treat the emotional and psychological needs of a child.

Now more than ever, the hospital setting is a crucial point in identifying abuse and implementing
child protection measures. Parents and caregivers often bring their child for medical care, and only
then find out they have experienced abuse. 

In 2021, due to the pandemic and its restrictions, the number of social cases rapidly declined. The
social work team’s outreach activities were the most affected, as the team could no longer visit
child protection cases to observe the child’s wellbeing in their environment and community.

The road to recovery from the scars of the pandemic is long-term, complex and deep. 

More than 70% of children 
feel angrier, afraid, or 
hopeless since the 
pandemic. (World Vision, 
2021)

“The main problem is that many abusers stayed in their homes and 
around their communities. People became even more stressed as they 

lost jobs and income, often turning to alcohol and gambling. That is why 
they turned more violent or abusive, or they have always been this way 

and victims became more exposed,” explains Sophearin. 
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Going beyond medical care

Neary, a five-year-old girl and only child, lives
with her mother Chanra and father, Davy.
During a routine bath time with her mother,
Neary complained of vaginal pain. Neary told
her mother a man from the neighbourhood
had come into the house and touched her.
Chanra brought her to AHC immediately. The
doctor found an abrasion on her perineum
and referred her case to the AHC Medical
Social Work Unit right away.   
 
An AHC medical social worker screened
Neary and concluded symptoms of trauma.
Before the assault, Neary was friendly,
talkative and smiled at everyone. Neary was
now having nightmares every night, refusing
to eat and showed uncontrollable anger and
aggression.

Both Chanra and Davy felt extreme guilt and
placed heavy blame on themselves for not
having protected their only child. Chanra’s
main concern was that she ruined her
daughter’s life for good. She believed that
Neary could not have a future. The
counsellor guided Chanra to understand
Neary has full potential to grow up to be a
healthy adult, physically, mentally and
emotionally. AHC’s parent coaching has
helped Chanra and Davy to support their
daughter to play, speak and share feelings at
home with each other.

AHC’s Medical Social Work Unit coordinated
with a partner NGO and local authorities to
share information and an investigation of the
assault is ongoing.

She had repeated nightmares of men following
her, and some nights had nightmares she could
not explain. Her mother was the target of her
anger and aggression.

Neary was referred to AHC’s Medical Social
Work Unit’s counselling team, who provide
psychological support. Neary and her parents,
together and separately, received counselling
to address symptoms of Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD), anxiety and depression.   
   
Neary also received art and play therapy.
Neary learned to express her feelings and
emotions by creating, playing and exercising.
The scariest impact for Neary have  been her
uncontrollable nightmares, which she now
understands are just dreams. 

After receiving monthly one-hour counselling
sessions, Neary and Chanra showed
significant improvement. Neary is now
eating, knows how to control her anger, and
is experiencing fewer nightmares. Chanra
and AHC’s medical counsellor both agreed to
finalise their treatment. 
   
The family is now stable, feels safe in their
home, and are rebuilding trust and open
communication. Chanra started bringing
Neary to work every day. As advised by the
AHC medical counselling team, their family
routine includes daily physical and deep
breathing exercises. Whenever Chanra and
Davy have difficult moments, they use
reflection and mind control exercises they
learned from the counsellor.   

The following patient story illustrates how AHC’s Medical Social Work Unit is unique
and key to providing vital holistic support. It guides patients and their families in
their physical, mental and emotional wellbeing and healing.  

*Content warning: the following story follows a child recovering from sexual abuse. 
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First time mother, Srey Touch

 “I was scared and shocked when I gave birth. I agreed to be transferred 
because I heard AHC had experience and specialized care for premature 

babies. I also found out AHC is an NGO, so now I do not need to stress about 
costs. I am so relieved.”

18-year-old Srey Touch was abandoned
by her parents after they found out she
was pregnant. She moved into a small
hut together with 23-year-old Hour, the
baby’s father.

Their son, Pros, was born ten weeks
premature via emergency C-section at a
referral hospital. Pros was born
unconscious, and since he was born so
early, had underdeveloped organs,
leading to a series of premature
complications. The referral hospital staff
immediately transferred him to AHC,
confident that the AHC Neonatal Unit
could save his life. 

After sharing her background, Srey Touch
was referred to the AHC Medical Social
Work Unit, and received counselling and
social support. Srey Touch and Hour slept at
AHC with a provided mosquito net, and
received a nutritious food package every
morning and training in topics such as
breastfeeding and premature baby care.  

Continued support from AHC’s doctors,
nurses and social workers will ensure Pros
have a long and healthy life. 
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Dr Khann Khoeunrachana, Neurologist  

“Our nervous system is so complex and I love it. I am 
determined to become one of the most skilled pediatric 

neurologists in Cambodia, so I can support all Cambodian 
children to grow happy and healthy. I want to show my juniors 

and the future of Cambodia’s medical professionals how 
valuable and rewarding the neurology specialty can be."

Dr Khann Khoeunrachana is training to
become a paediatric neurology specialist at
AHC. Growing up, Dr Rachana watched
her father work as a nurse, rebuilding
Cambodia’s healthcare system after the
devastation of the Khmer Rouge. This
inspired her to go into medicine. 

During her medical residency at AHC, she
worked together with Dr Pheaktra on a
study, “Cambodian Developmental
Milestone Assessment Tool (cDMAT):
Performance reference charts and
reliability check of a tool to assess early
childhood development in Cambodian
children.” The cDMAT is the first-ever
Cambodia-appropriate screening tool that
facilitates early identification of delays and
disability in Cambodian children using the
Denver Development Screening Tool
(DDST II) milestones modified for the
Cambodian setting.

Dr Rachana is one of AHC’s most in-
demand specialists, having consulted over
2,500 children in 2021. She is currently the
only neurology specialist at AHC and one
of a handful in the country.
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Phoung Thy, Nutrition Project Team Leader

“When COVID-19 hit Cambodia’s rural communities, we 
maintained social distancing, explained how the virus spread, and 
halved our group size for nutrition education and porridge. Before 

the pandemic, we used to gather around 30 people at a time. 
Furthermore, instead of gathering villagers in one meet-up location 
for nutrition screening, our team went door-to-door. I am proud of 

my team for the extra hard work this year.”

AHC’s Nutrition Project Team Leader,
Phoung Thy, is a trained nurse and has been
working at AHC for the past 10 years. For
Thy, his biggest achievement during the
global pandemic has been successfully
maintaining nutrition education as top
priority.

Thy hopes that in 2022, communities in Srei
Snam will successfully reopen businesses and
increase their standards of living, and that
the team can develop relationships with
community leaders in order to further
nutrition education efforts.

As AHC continues to improve knowledge in
nutrition of rural communities through
community initiatives, they can continue to
prevent malnutrition and illnesses happening
in the first place. 
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Sustainability at AHC

We will attract and retain the best employees for the organisation. 
We will use IT and other develop other infrastructure to improve 
the running of the organisation.
We will continue to manage risk, measure performance and use 
systems and policies to guarantee the quality of our work. 
We will examine and implement the most sustainable and robust 
funding methods for AHC. 

Key leadership positions – the Hospital Director and Chair 
of the Board – are now held by Cambodians as detailed in 
the welcome messages of this report. 
For many years, AHC has run on the generosity of 
international donors. In recent years, overseas donations 
have declined and the Cambodian community has stepped 
in to meet the gap, now contributing to one third of our 
running costs. This is an important milestone in our journey 
to long-term financial sustainability. 

We will merge the Development (International) and Cambodia 
PR (Local) departments to create one integrated and diverse 
Fundraising Department under the leadership of Arun Sinketh, 
who has been with AHC for over twenty years. 
We will transition all key management positions to Cambodian 
staff and with all team members well embedded in their roles. 
We will launch a new Health Information System across the 
hospital, marking a key achievement for IT health 
infrastructure that will improve patient experience and 
efficiency. 
We will pilot a Patient Contribution system that requests 
those who can afford it, to make a small contribution to the 
cost of their child’s care, in order for AHC to continue to 
provide services free to those who are unable to pay. 

Priorities for 2022 By 2026Achievements in 2021

Good governance and sustainability underpins AHC’s work in the 
hospital, the classroom and the community by ensuring AHC has the 
human, financial and technological resources required to deliver its 
mission. It holds AHC accountable to its patients and their families, 
health workers throughout the health system, donors and partners 
like the Ministry of Health and safeguards the quality of work. It is 
an unrelenting organisational commitment to improvement, 
transparency and effectiveness guaranteeing AHC is locally led, 
impactful, relevant, delivering good value-for-money and here for 
the long-term.
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Bunong midwife-to-be, Srey Phem

“I am so grateful for this experience at AHC. I learned a lot of new things from the 
doctors and nurses here, especially the importance and impact of a warm welcome to all 

patients, treating them like they are your own family. My goal as a midwife will be to 
help my village move away from traditional styles of medicine and giving birth, to a 

modern and safer way to ensure my hometown be a happy community.”  

Srey Phem is finalising her studies at
Stung Treng Regional Training Centre to
become a midwife. Coming from Ou
Reang District, Mondulkiri Province, her
family is of Bunong ethnicity.

The area now called Mondulkiri Province
has been home to Cambodia’s largest
indigenous ethnic group, the Bunong, for
over two centuries. The Bunong, mostly
animists, still believe in spiritual and
traditional healing methods that can be
harmful. From an early age, Srey Phem
knew she wanted to help her rural
district become safer and modernised. 

AHC, in partnership with Cambodia’s
Ministry of Health, provides clinical
education and training to paediatric

healthcare professionals and students
across the country. To complete her
Midwifery Associate Degree, Srey Phem
spent one week at AHC for her first
internship.

After graduating, Srey Phem plans to
head right back to Ou Reang District.
Although many in her community to go
onto study midwifery, they all leave to
work in bigger cities for better
opportunities. Currently, there is only
one male Bunong nurse and two
midwives in her village, both Khmer.

Srey Phem will specialise in baby delivery
and work as a junior midwife with them,
making her the only Bunong midwife in
her Bunong village.
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We could not have done this without you!
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Governance

A volunteer Board of Directors governs AHC.  The Board is responsible for overseeing 
AHC’s strategy, managing strategic risk, and providing managerial leadership and 
accountability. 

To learn more about AHC’s Board of Directors, visit: angkorhospital.org/our-board

Chair of the Board  

Kenro Izu (Founder)
Jean-Gaetan Guillemaud (Chair of Remuneration Committee) 
Lawence Tsang (Chair of Audit and Operational Risk)
Robert Gazzi (Chair of Governance and Nominating Committee)
Dr Shunmay Yeung (Chair of Medical, Education and Ethics Committee)
Billy Gorter 
Dan Simmons
Keo Lundi (October 2021 ~) 
Lina Saem Støy
Lindsay William Cooper 
Lisa Genasci (~ September 2021) 
Dr Nick Day 
Soum Sambath 
Stuart Davy 

Robert Gazzi (~ September 2021) 
Soum Sambath (September 2021 ~) 

Board of Directors

Board of AHC USA

Dr Robbert Nassau (President)
Chris Chapman (Treasurer)
John Canan 
Lisa Genasci 

Denys Firth (Chairperson) 
Aurore Gil (Treasurer) 
Catherine Gaynor 
Lisa Genasci 
Dr Michael Carter 
Robert Gazzi 

Board of AHC UK

Board Committees

Audit and Operational Risk Committee 
People and Remuneration Committee 
Medical, Education, Ethics Oversight Committee 
Governance and Nominations Committee 

Two-year-old Riya was treated for Moderate 
Acute Malnourishment (MAM) by AHC's 
community outreach team. 

She lives with her mother, Nisay, and father, 
Sopheap,  in a small village called Prey, in Srei 
Snam District, Siem Reap Province. 
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Specialised Paediatric Care
General Paediatric Care

Core Mission Support

Community, Research & Health Systems Strengthening
Partnerships

Education
Holistic Support Programmes

International Foundations and Institutions
Local Fundraising

Overseas Government Grants

International Individuals and Events
Other Income

Financials

Please note:  The figures above exclude a $223k in-kind donation received from The Royal Government of Cambodia.

Source of Funds
Total funds raised 2021: US$ 5.3mil.

Use of Funds
Total funds used 2021: US$ 5.0mil.

35%

30%

26%
5% 4%

The global pandemic continued to impact AHC’s 
fundraising activities. We were ever more reliant on 
the generosity of our long-term supporters and 
community in Cambodia and around the world.

AHC will continue to improve the financial stability 
of the organisation, by further cost savings and 
implementing a new strategic plan. AHC has a level 
of reserves thanks to prudent management over the 
past few years, but given the challenging financial 
outlook, a revised fundraising strategy will be 
implemented to achieve the operating budget of 
$5.1mil. in 2022. New international fundraising 
expertise has been recruited into the organisation, 
to complement the locally held experience and 
success of fundraising within Cambodia. The new 
structure of the Fundraising Department will allow 
for focus, innovation and building stronger 
relationships with new and existing donors.

AHC’s annual financial statements are produced in 
accordance with Hong Kong Financial Reporting 
Standards, and are audited by Baker Tilly Hong 
Kong. 

To see our financial statements for the year ended 
31st December 2021, please visit 
www.angkorhospital.org/report 

35% 36%
31%

13%

7%

6%
4% 3%
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�ររបស់���ក់ដឹក�ំមន�ីរេពទ��កុ�រអង�រ

សូមេ�រពជូនចំេ�ះ សប�ុរសជន និងមតិ�

អ�ក��ំទមន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រ �ងំអស់�ទី

�ស�ញ់�ប�់ន

�� ២ំ០២១ កន�ងេ��មំកនូវឧបសគ��េ�ចន

ស��បេ់យង�ងំអស់�� ។ ជំងកូឺវដី១៩ េ�ែតបន�

េធ�ឱ��ន�ពភយ័�� ច �ព�នតឹង នងិបង�ឲ�

�នវបិត�ហិិរ�� វត�ុដល់�ក�ម�គ��រអ�កជងំ ឺែដល�

រ�ងំក�ុង�រមកទទួលនូវ�រព��ល  នងិែថ�ំ

សុខ�ព ពីមន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រ។ េយង�ត�វ គតិ

ពិ�រ�ឲ�ែវង�� យ និងបន�ខំ�ួនេ�នងឹបរបិទថ�ី

ៃន�រេធ��រ�រ េដម�េីធ��៉ង�ឲ��រ ផ�ល់

េស�សុខ�ព�បកបេ�យគុណ�ពខ�ស់ នងិក�ី

េម�� ករ�ុ េ�ែត�ប�ពតឹ�េិ��ន�និច�។

�រឆ�ងរកី�ល�លៃនជងំកូឺវដី១៩ េ�ទូ�ងំ

�បេទស និងឥទ�ពិលរបស់� �នេធ�ឱ�បះ៉�ល់

��� ងំដល់ដេំណ រ�បតិបត��ិររបស់មន�រីេពទ�

កុ�រអង�រ។ �រេឡងៃថ�ទនិំញ នងិេ�ហុ៊យេធ�

ដេំណ រ គឺ�ផលលំ�កមយួស��បកុ់�រ នងិ

��ព��ល េ�េពលេធ�ដេំណ រមក�ន់

មន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រ េដម�ទីទួល�រពនិតិ�

ព��ល នងិែថ�សុំខ�ព �ពេិសសកុ�រែដល

មកពតីបំនជ់នបទ នងិកុ�រែដល�នជងំ�ុឹៃំរ។៉

េ�ចន�� មំកេហយ ែដលមន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រ

ដេំណ រ�រសកម��ពរបស់ខ�ួនេ��ន េ��ម

ជនួំយសប�ុរសធមរ៌បស់សប�ុរសជនពេី��

�បេទស ប៉ែុន�េ�ក�ុងកំឡុងេពលៃន�រឆ�ង

�តត�តជំងកូឺវដី ១៩ កន�ងមកេនះ �របរ�ិ� គ

ធន�នថវ�ិរបស់សប�ុរសជន េ�េ���បេទស

�ន�រ�� កចុ់ះ�លំ�ប ់ប៉ែុន�េយង�ន

សប�ុរសជនេ�ក�ុង�បេទស ជយួមកបំេពញ

មលូនធិិែដលខ�ះ�តរហូតមកដល់បច�ុប�ន�េនះ

ែដលមលូនិធពីិសប�ុរសជនក�ុង�បេទស�នចំននួ

េស�នងឹមយួ�គបី (១/៣) ៃនថវ�ិច�ំយសរបុ

ក�ុង�បតិបត��ិររបស់មន�រីេពទ�។ េ�ះបី�

�៉ង�កេ៏�យ កេ៏យងេ�ែតជបួឧបសគ� 

ក�ុង�រែស�ងរកថវ�ិ េដម�ដំីេណ រ�រមន�រីេពទ�

កុ�រអង�រ�ងំមូលស��ប�់រពិនតិ�ព��ល នងិ

ែថ�សុំខ�ពកុ�រ�ប�់ន�់កែ់ដលកពុំង�ត�វ�រ

េស�ែថ�សុំខ�ពរបស់េយង។

ខ�ុសូំមែថ�ងអណំរគុណ�៉ង��លេ��បំផុតដល់

សប�ុរសជន អ�ក��ំទ អ�កស�័�គចតិ� ស�ជកិ�ក�ម

�បកឹ�ភ�ិល �ពម�ងំបគុ�លិក�គប�់ន�់� ក់

�ងំអស់ ែដល�នខិតខ�ំបងឹែ�បងេធ��រ�៉ង

យកចតិ�ទុក�ក ់នងិអស់ពសីមត��ព ឆ�ង�ត់

ប�� លំ�កៗ�ងំអស់�េពលកន�ងមក។

�មយួ�� េនះផងែដរ ក�ុងខណៈេពលៃនវបិត�ជិងំឺ

�តត�តេពញពភិពេ�កេនះ ខ�ុកំសូ៏មេ�ត

សរេសរដល់និស�តិេវជ���ស��គបរ់បូ ែដល�ន

ខតិខំតសូ៊អស់ពកី�� ងំ�យចតិ� េ�ក�ុង�រសិក�

��វ��វ �ពម�ងំែថ�ងអំណរគុណដល់

�ប�ពលរដ� នងិម�ន��ី�� ធរ�មសហគមន�៍�

ែដលេ�ែតបន��� គមន�៍ក�ម�រ�ររបស់េយង

នងិចុងេ��យសូមេ�តសរេសរ�៉ងៃ�កែលង

ដល់�ជរ�� ភ�ិលៃន�ពះ���ច�កកម�ុ� រមួ

�ងំ�កសួងសុ�ភ�ិល ម�ន� ីនិងបគុ�លិក

សុ�ភ�ិល�ងំអស់ែដល�នេធ��រអស់ពីក�� ងំ

�យចតិ� ក�ុង�រ�បយុទ��ប�ងំជងឺំកូវដី១៩

�បកបេ�យ�ពេ�គជយ័គួរ�ទីកតស់�� ល់។

េ��ម�ររបួរមួ�មគ��ី� របស់េយង�ងំអស់��  

អនុ�� ត�ឱិ�មន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រ បន�េបក�� រ�ន 

នងិជួយសេ��� ះកុ�រកម�ុ��ន�ប�់ន�់ក់

ពេីពលេនះ នងិតេ�អ�គត។ ខ�ុ�ំនេសចក� ី

សង�មឹ នងិេជ��ក�៉់ងមតុ��ំ បងប�ូន�ងំអស់ 

�� នងឹេ�ែតបន���ំទមន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�របន�េទ�ត 

េដម��ីពភ��ឺ� ង និងសុខុ�ល�ពរបស់កុ�រ 

កម�ុ�។ េយង�ងំអស់�� �ត�វ ចូលរមួេ�ក�ុង 

េបសកកម�េនះ�មយួ��  ពេី��ះមន�រីេពទ�កុ�រ 

អង�រ គ�ឺរបស់េយង�ងំអស់�� ។មន�រីេពទ�កុ�រ 

អង�រ គ�ឺ�ពេ�គជយ័របស់េយង�ងំអស់�� ។

េ�យេសចក�េី�រព�ប�់នដេ៏�� ះស�័�គ

េ�ក េវជ�បណ�ិ ត ងនួ ចន័�ភ���  

េ�ក េ�ម សម�ត� ិគ�ឺអគ��យក �ក�មហុ៊ន �� ពំណ៌�ត�ិែំផន 

(CAM – Paint) ែដល��ក�មហុ៊នផលិត�� �ំបធ�ំងេគេ�កម�ុ�

បច�ុប�ន�េនះេ�កគឺ� �ប�ន�ក�ម�បកឹ�ភ�ិលរបស់មន�រីេពទ�កុ�អង�រ

ែដល�នស�� តកិម�ុ�ដំបងូេគ។ េ�ក�នឧបត�ម���ំទ 

មន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រអស់រយៈេពលជតិ ១០�� កំន�ងមកេហយ។ 

េ�ក េ�ម សម�ត� ិ�ន�មំកនូវជ�ំញ�េ�ចនអពំ�ីព�អ�កដកឹ�ំ

នងិជ�ំញបទពេិ�ធនក៍�ុង�រេធ��ជវីកម� េហយេធ��រ�៉ងជតិស�ិទ�

�មយួេ�កេវជ�បណ�ិ ត ភ���  េដម��ី�ំទដល់េ�លេ�យុទ���ស�របស់

មន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រ។

"ដូចកុ�រដៃទេទ�តេ�ក�ុងពភិពេ�កែដរ កុ�រកម�ុ��គបរ់បូ�ត�វែតទទលួ�ននូវ�រែថ�សុំខ�ព 

�៉ងល��បេសរ! �រវនិេិ�គេលេពលេវ� នងិ�រខិតខំ�បងឹែ�បងក�ុង�រែថ�សុំខ�ពកុ�រ គ�ឺន 

�រៈសំ�ន�់ស់ េដម��ី��កុ�រកម�ុ��ងំអស់ែដល�អ�គតៃន�បេទសរបស់េយង នងឹ�ន

សុខ�ពល� �ពម�ងំធ�ំតេ់ឡងេដម�អីភវិឌ��បេទសកម�ុ� ឱ�ដូចក�ុង�បេទសអភវិឌ�ន។៍"

- េ�ក េ�ម សម�ត�ិ
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មន�ីរេពទ��កុ�រអង�រ ក��ង���ំ២០២១

េ�ក�ុងមន�រីេពទ� �� កេ់រ�ន នងិក�ុងសហគមន៖៍

តួេលខ���ំ២០២១
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“�គឺ�េពលេវ�ដលំ៏�ក�ទីបំផុត  ស��ប�់ក�ម�គ��រអ�កជំងឺែដលស��កេ�ក�ុងម ន�រីេពទ�េ� 

ក�ុងអំឡុងេពលបទិខ�ប។់ ��កចំ់ណូលរបស់មនុស��គប�់� �ន�រ�� កចុ់ះ េហយអ�កខ�ះេទ�តគមឺនិ 

�ន��កចំ់ណូលែតម�ង។ ចំែណកឯមេធ��យេធ�ដំេណ រវញិ �នប�� េ�ចន នងិ�នតៃម�ខ�ស់ ឬ 

េស�រែតមនិ�ន�បតិបត��ិរែតម�ង។ ក�ុងខណៈេពលែដលមន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រស�ិតេ�ក�ុងតបំនប់ទិខ�ប ់

�ងំ�ស�ង (តំបន�់កហម) េយង�ចអនុ�� តឱ�អ�កែថ�អំ�កជងំែឺត�� កប់៉េុ�� ះេ�េមលែថអ�កជងំ ឺ

�� ក�់នេពលខ�ះេយងមនិ�ចែស�ងរក��រស��បហូ់បចុកេទ�តផង។” 

- េវជ�បណ�ិ ត �ស វលក�ណ័ �ប�នែផ�កព��លជងំធឺ�នធ់�រ។

ប�� បពី់�ពឹត��ិរណ៍ៃថ�ទ ី២០ ែខកុម�ៈ �ក�ងេស�ម�ប ែដល�ទ�ីងំរបស់មន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រ គ�ឺ

�ក�ងមយួក�ុងចំេ�ម�ក�ង�េ�ចនេផ�ងេទ�ត ែដល�ត�វ�នបិទខ�ប�៉់ងតឹងរងឹបផុំត េ�ចេ�� ះ

ែខេម� ដល់ែខក�� ។

ចំនួនែ�គេ�ក�ុងបន�បែ់ថ�អំ�កជំងឺធ�ន�់ងំ ១៤ែ�គ នងិ បន�បែ់ថ�ជំងំ�ឺរកធ�នធ់�រ �ងំ ៦ែ�គ របស់

មន�រីេពទ�កុ�រ អង�រ �នអ�កជងឺំស��ក ព��លេស�រែតេពញ�ប�់នចិ�ក�ុងរយៈេពញមយួ�� ។ំ 

�ពិេសស �រចូលស��កេពទ�ក�ុងបន�បែ់ថ�អំ�កជងំធឺ�ន ់�នក�មតិខ�ស់បំផុត ប�� បព់�ីរ ប��ប់

�របិទខ�បេ់លក ទី១ �ចុងែខមថុិ� និងចនំនួេនះ�ន�រ�� កចុ់ះេ�វញិបន�ចិេ�េពល�ន�របទិ

ខ�បេ់លកទី២ ក�ុងែខកក��។ 

េ�េពលវ�ិន�របិទខ�បេ់�ក�ុង�បេទសកម�ុ��ត�វ�នប��ប ់�ចុងែខក��  ចនំនួអ�កជងំមឺកពនិតិ�

ព��ល �បេ់ផ�មេកនេឡងវញិ ក�ុងខណៈេពលែដលចនំនួអ�កជងំធឺ�នក់�ុងបន�បែ់ថ�អំ�កជងំធឺ�ន�់ន

�រ�� កចុ់ះែតបន�ចិបន�ួចប៉េុ�� ះ។

"�� មៗប�� បព់�ីរបទិខ�ប�់ត�វ�នប��ប ់ចំននួអ�កជំងឺេកនេឡងមកវញិ�នែ់តេ�ចន ប៉ែុន�បគុ�លិក 

េយង�នចំននួតចិ�ងមុន េ�យ�រែតពួកេគ�បេ់�ក�ុង�រេធ�ច�� ឡឺស័ក។ េយង�ត�វែតបេង�ន 

�រ�ត�តពិនិត� និង�ប�ង�បយត័�ខ�ស់បែន�មេទ�តេដម�ទីបទ់ល់នងឹ �រចម�ង រកី�ល�លៃន 

វរីសុកូវដី១៩ �ពិេសសចេំ�ះកុ�រែដល�នជងំផឺ�ូវដេង�ម។ េ�យ�រែតេយង�ន�ក�ម�រ�រល� 

និងេ�� ះស�័�គបំេរ �រ�រ�៉ងយកចតិ�ទុក �កដ់ល់កុ�រ េទបេយង�ច�គប�់គង�� ន�រណ៍ដ ៏

លំ�កេនះ�ន។ �ងខ�ុពិំត��នេ�ទន�ពចេំ�ះ�ក�ម�រ�ររបស់ខ�ុ�ំស់!” 

-�ប�សនរ៍បស់អ�ក�សីេវជ�បណ�ិ តវល័ក�ណ។

�ភព័�សំ�ងល� �ជរ�� ភ�ិលកម�ុ�េយង �ន�កេ់ចញនូវយុទ���រ�ក�៉់ក�ំ់ងប�� រ�៉ង 

�បរ់ហ័ស និង�ន�បសិទ��ិពរហូតទទលួ�នេ�គជយ័�៉ងល��បេសរ។ េ�ដ�ំច�់�  ំ២០២១ 

កន�ងេ� �ប�ពលរដ�េពញវយ័ចំនួន ៩៨% និងកុ�រ�បព់�ីយុ ៥�� េំឡងេ�ចនំនួ ៧៥% �ន 

ទទួល�៉ក�ំ់ងេពញេលញ។

៩៩៣

ចនំនួកុ�រែដល�នទទលួ�រពនិតិ� ព��ល 

ែថ�សំេ��� ះ�យុជវីតិ េ�ែផ�កជងំធឺ�នធ់�រកុ�រ 

របស់មន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រ ែដល�ែផ�កឯកេទស 

ដសំ៏�នម់យួេ�ក�ុង�បេទសកម�ុ�។

៦៥ ៦៩៤ 

ចនំនួករណីពនិតិ�ពេិ��ះជងំេឺ��ទូេ� នងិ 

ឯកេទស ដល់កុ�រ េ�ះប�ី�ន�រប��  

�បឈមព�ីរ�កក់ហិំតេ�ក�ុង�រេធ�ដេំណ រ 

េ�យ�រែត�ររកី�ល�លជងំកូឺវដី១៩។

៦

ចនំនួេវជ�បណ�ិ ត ែដល�នប��ប�់រសិក�រយៈ 

េពល១��  ំស��បវ់គ�បណ�ុ ះប�� ល ជងំកុឺ�រ 

ទូេ�។

៤

ចនំនួេវជ�បណ�ិ ត ែដល�នប��ប�់រសិក�រយៈ

េពល៣��  ំ ស��បវ់គ�បណ�ុ ះប�� ល 

ឯកេទសជងឺំ។

៤៩ ៤១៩

ចនំនួអ�ក�នចូលរមួវគ�បណ�ុ ះប�� ល

េវជ���ស� �មរយៈអន�ញ និងេ�យ�� ល់

េ�ក�ុងមន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រ េ�យ�បប់��ូ ល

�ងំម�ន�សុី�ភ�ិល គ�ិនុប�� ក នសិ�តិ

េពទ� នងិបុគ�លិកមន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រ។

១៤២ ៥១២

ចនំនួអ�ក�នចូលរមួវគ� អបរ់សុំខ�ពេ� 

�មសហគមន ៍េដម�បីេង�នចេំណះដងឹក�ុង�រ 

ប�� រជងំដឺ�� តេ់ផ�ងៗ េ�ក�ុងភមូ ិ��េរ�ន 

នងិក�ុងសហគមន។៍

៣៧ 

ចនំនួមណ� លសុខ�ពែដល�នទទួល�រ 

ឧបត�ម���ំទ នូវ�បពន័�ែថ�សុំខ�ព នងិ 

សេ��� ះ�យុជវីតិ រមួប��ូ ល�ងំ�រ ប�ំក ់

ស�� រៈបរ�ិ� រេពទ� �របណ�ុ ះប�� លប�ំក ់

បបំន៉ ជ�ំញដល់ម�ន�សុី�ភ�ិល។
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សូច�ករ�ស់ែវងសកម��ពអនុវត��រ�រ

មន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រេធ��ស់ស�ងគុ់ណ�ព នងិ�បសិទ��ព

�មរយៈ�រពនិិត�េមលេលសូច�ករៃន�រអនុវត�ន�៍រ�រ

សំ�ន់ៗ  េ�ក�ុងែផ�កនមីយួៗរបស់មន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រ 

េ�យអនុេ�ម�ម�កម�បត�បិត�អិន�រ�ត ិេដម�ែីកលម��រ

អនុវត�នែ៍ផ�កេវជ���ស� នងិលទ�ផលៃន�រែថ�សុំខ�ព។

�ររតឹបន�ងឹក�ុង�រេធ�ដំេណ រ �មយួនឹង�ពភយ័�� ចមកេលមន�រីេពទ�ក�ុងអឡុំងេពលេពញ១�� កំន�ងេ� �នេធ�ឱ�ចនំនួអ�កជងំ�ឺន�រ�� កចុ់ះ ែដល �រ�� កចុ់ះេនះ�គ 

េ�ចន ប�� លមកពចំីនួនកុ�រែដល�នជំងឺ��ល មនិ�៊នមក�នម់ន�រីេពទ�េដម�ពីនិតិ�ពេិ��ះជងំ។ឹ

េ�ះបី�ដេំណ រ�រពិនិត�ជងំ ឺ�ន�រលំ�ក�ងមនុ េ�យ�រែតត�ម�វឱ�ឆ�ង�ត�់រេធ�េតស�រកជងំកូឺវដី១៩�៉ង�កេ៏�យ កប៏៉ែុន�េយងេ�ែត�ច�តប់ន�យេពល 

េវ�រង�់មំក�តមឹែត ១២៥�ទី �មធ�ម (េធ�បនងឹចនំនួ ១៦៧�ទី �លព�ី� មំនុ)។ 

េ�យ�រកេំណ នចេំណះដងឹេ�េលអ�មយ័�� ត នងិ�ពែ�ប�ប�លឥរ�ិបថរបស់មនុស�េ�ទូ�ងំសកល េ�ក េយង�នបែំបកកណំត�់�របស់ខ�ួនឯង េ�យក�មតិ 

អ�មយ័�មរយៈ�រ�ងៃដេកនចនួំន២% េធ�បេ�នឹងកំណត�់��� ២ំ០២០។

ចនួំនអ�កជំងែឺដល�ត�វ�នអនុ�� តឲិ�ស��កព��លេ�ក�ុងមន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រ�ន�រេកនេឡងចនំនួ ០.៣% េបេ�ប�បេធ�ប�លព�ី� ២ំ០២០។ �ក�ម�គ�េពទ�របស់េយង 

�នខតិខពិំនតិ� ព��ល េធ��៉ង�ឱ�អ�កជងំ�ឺ� កេ់�ក�ុងមន�រីេពទ��នរយៈេពលខ� ីេដម�េីជ�ស�ង�នភិយ័ៃន�រឆ�ងជងំកូឺវដី១៩ខណៈេពលែដល�ក�ម�គ��រអ�កជងំ ឺ

ក�៏ន�រភយ័�� ចក�ុង�រឆ�ងវរីសុេនះ នងិព��មេ��� យពទី�ី�រណៈផងែដរ។

េលសពីេនះេទ�ត អ���រឆ�ងេមេ�គែដល�កទ់ងនងឹ�រែថ�សុំខ�ព របស់េយង�ន�� កចុ់ះព ី៦.១ ក�ុង��  ំ២០២០ មក�តមឹ ៣.៩ ក�ុង��  ំ២០២១ េ�យ�រែត 

�រេកនេឡងនូវវ�ិន�រអ�មយ័ និង�រ�រ�រ�រឆ�ងេមេ�គរបស់េយងែដល�នអនុវត�េ�ក�ុងមន�រីេពទ� នងិ�រស��កព��លខ��ីងមនុរបស់អ�កជងំ។ឺ

៩៥% 

ក�មតិអ�មយ័�មរយៈ

�រ�ងស�� តៃដ

៣.៩%
អ���រឆ�ងេមេ�គែដល

�កទ់ងនឹង�រែថ�សុំខ�ព

១២៥�ទី �មធ�ម

�ររង�់ពំិនិត�ពិេ��ះជំងឺ

១%
ក�មតិ�រវលិ�តឡបចូ់លស��ក

េពទ��រ�ថ�ីរបស់អ�កជំងឺ

�រេ�ះពុម�ផ�យអត�បទ

សុខ�ពេ�េល�ពឹតិ�ប�ត

អន�រ�តិ ចំនួន១២ច�ប់
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កចិ��រ�ទ�ិពេ�ក�ុង�� ២ំ០២២ េ�លេ�ក�ុង�� ២ំ០២៦�� ៃដេផ�ងៗេទ�តក�ុង�� ២ំ០២១

អភ�ិលកិច�ល� នងិ�រេធ�ឲ��ននិរន��ព រមួចំែណក��ំទដល់កិច��រ�ររបស់េយង�ងំេ�ក�ុង 

មន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រ កម�វធិបីណ�ុ ះប�� ល កដូ៏ច�សហគមនេ៍យង�ងំមូល �មរយៈ�រ�� 

�ននូវធន�នមនុស� ហរិ�� វត�ុ នងិបេច�កវទិ��គប�់�ន ់ក�ុង�របេំពញេបសកកម�របស់េយង។

េយង�ន�តព�កិច�ពិត��កដ ចំេ�ះអ�កជងំ ឺ�ក�ម�គ��រអ�កជងឺំ បុគ�លិកសុ�ភ�ិល �� ស់ 

ជំនួយ និងៃដគូរបស់េយងដូច��ជរ�� ភ�ិលកម�ុ�ផងែដរ។

�គឺ��រេប��� ចតិ��៉ងមុត�រំបស់អង��ពេយង ក�ុង�រែកលម�ឱ��បេសរេឡង �នត�� �ព 

និង�បសិទ��ព េដម��ី��មន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រ �ត�វ�នដឹក�េំ�យជន�តែិខ�រ �បកបេ�យ 

សមទិ�ផិល�ប�់បេសរ េឆ�យតប�មេ�លេ�របស់អង��ព ផ�ល់នូវគុណតៃម��៉ងល�ៃន 

�បសិទ��ិពច�ំយ នងិបន�ស�ិតេ�ក�ុងរយៈេពលយូរអែង�ង�ងមខុេទ�ត។

និរន�រ�ពេ�មន�ីរេពទ��កុ�រអង�រ 

តំែណងសំ�ន់ៗ េ�ក�ុងជរួ�� កដឹ់ក�៖ំ �យកមន�រីេពទ� នងិ�ប�ន 

�ក�ម�បឹក�ភ�ិល �ត�វ�ន�ន�់បេ់�យ�ប�ជនកម�ុ� ដូច�ន 

ប�� កក់�ុង�រ�� គមន�៍ងេលៃនរ�យ�រណ៍េនះ។

ជំនួយមូលនិធិពសីប�ុរសជនកម�ុ� បច�ុប�ន�េនះ�ត�វ�នចូលរមួចំែណក 

ចំនួនមយួ�គប ី(១/៣) ៃនថវ�ិចំ�យសរបុស��បដ់េំណ រ�រមន�រី 

េពទ� ែដលេនះគឺ��រសេ�មចេ�លេ�ដ�៏ន�រៈសំ�នម់យួ េ� 

ក�ុង�រេធ�ឱ��ននរិន�រ�ពែផ�កហរិ�� វត�ុ។

េយងនងឹេធ�ស�ហរណកម�ៃន�រ�ិល័យពរី គ�ឺរ�ិល័យៃរអ�� ស 

ថវ�ិ�ប��ំបេទសកម�ុ�  និងេ���បេទស េហយបេង�តេ�� 

�រ�ិល័យៃរអ�� សថវ�ិែតមយួ េ��ម�រ�គប�់គងរបស់បគុ�លិក 

កម�ុ� គ ឺអ�ក�សី សិុនេកត អរណុ ែដលអ�ក�សី�នបេំរ �រ�រ េ�ក�ុង 

មន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រអស់រយៈេពល�ងៃម��� កំន�ងមកេហយ។

េយងនងឹេរ�បច�ំ� ស់ប�ូរ �កប់��ូ ល បគុ�លិកជន�តិកម�ុ�ឲ��ន�់ប ់

�គប�់គងេលមុខតែំណងសំ�ន់ៗ េ�ក�ុងមន�រីេពទ�។

េយងនងឹ�កឱ់�ដេំណ រ�រនូវ�បពន័�ពត័�៌នសុខ�ពអ�កជំងថឺ�មីយួ ឲ�

េ�ប��ស់េ�ក�ុងមន�រីេពទ��ងំមលូ ែដលេនះគសឺប�� ញអពីំសមទិ�ផិល 

ដសំ៏�នម់យួក�ុង�របេង�តេហ�� រច�សម�ន័��បពន័�ពត័�៌នសុខ�ពអ�ក 

ជងឺំ ែដលនងឹេធ�ឱ��បេសរេឡង�ងំបទពិេ�ធន ៍នងិ�បសិទ��ពេ� 

ក�ុង�របំេពញ�រ�រែថ�ពំ��លអ�កជងំ។ឺ

េយងនងឹ�បេ់ផ�មអនុវត�កម�វធិ�ីគ�នអ�កជងំ ឺេ�យេស�សំុអ�កជងំ ឺ

ែដល�ច�នលទ��ពចូលរមួ��គ�នបន�ចិបន�ួចចេំ�ះ�រច�ំយ 

េល�រែថ� ំនិងព��លកូនៗរបស់ពកួេគ េដម�ជួីយឱ�មន�រីេពទ�កុ�រ 

អង�រ �ចបន�ផ�ល់េស�េ�យឥតគតិៃថ�ដល់អ�កែដលមនិ�នលទ��ព 

បង�់�ក�់ន។

េយងនងឹ�ក�់ញ នងិែថរក� បគុ�លិកែដល�នជំ�ញ 

េយងនងឹ�កឲ់�េ�ប��ស់នូវ�បពន័�ពត័�៌នវទិ� និង�បពន័��គប�់គង

េហ�� រច�សម�ន័�េផ�ងៗ េទ�ត េដម�ដំីេណ រ�បតបិត��ិររបស់អង��ព។ 

េយងនងឹបន��គប�់គង�នភិយ័ �ស់ែវង�រអនុវត� �ពម�ងំេ�ប��ស់

�បពន័�ពត័�៌ន នងិេ�លនេ��យ េដម��ី�គុណ�ពៃន�រ�រ

របស់េយង។

េយងនងឹពនិតិ�េមលនូវ�ល់�រអនុវត�នវ៍ធិ�ី�ស�ែស�ងរកមលូនធិ�ិបកប

េ�យនិរន�រ�ព នងិរងឹ�បំផុំតស��បអ់ង��ព។

      �នគុណ�ពខ�ស់ ស��បអ់ង��ព។
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���ន�ពហិរ��វត��

�ររកី�ល�លៃនជងំកូឺវដី១៩ �នបន�ជះឥទ�ពិលដល់សកម��ព

ៃរអ�� សមូលនធិរិបស់មន�រីេពទ�អស់រយៈេពលពរី�� �ំប់ៗ ��  េធ�ឱ� 

វស័ិយេទសចរណ៍អន�រ�តិេ�កម�ុ�ថយចុះ នងិមនិ�ចេរ�បច ំ

�ពឹត��ិរណ៍អ��ីន។ េហយេ�ក�ុង�� េំនះ េយង�ត�វ�រអ�កឧបត�ម���ំទ 

ែដល�សប�ុរសជន នងិសហគមន�៍នែ់ត�� ងំែថមេទ�ត។

េយងេ�ែតបន�េធ�ឱ��បេសរេឡងនូវេស�រ�ពែផ�កហិរ�� វត�ុរបស់

អង��ព េ�យអនុវត��រសន�សំំៃចេល�រច�ំយ នងិអនុវត�នូវ 

ែផន�រយុទ���ស�ថ�។ី មន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រ�នមលូនិធិប�ម�ង

េ�យ�រែត�ន�រ�គប�់គងដរ៏ងឹ�កំ�ុងរយៈេពលប៉�ុ� ន�� ចុំង 

េ��យេនះ ប៉ែុន�េ�យ�រ�នប�� �បឈមៃនវបិត�ហិរិ�� វត�ុ 

យុទ���ស�ៃរអ�� សមលូនិធិថ� ីនឹង�ត�វអនុវត�េដម��ីនដល់�រ 

សេ�មច�ននូវនរិន��ពថវ�ិច�ំយេល�បតបិត��ិរ ចនំនួ ៥.១ 

�នដុ�� រ�េមរកិ ក�ុង�� ២ំ០២២។

�ក�មអ�កជំ�ញែផ�កៃរអ�� សមូលនិធិថ�ីៗ មកពបីរេទស �ត�វ�ន 

េ�ជសេរ ស បេ�ម�រ�រេ�ក�ុងអង��ព េដម�េីធ��រអនុវត�នែ៍ផន�រ 

សកម��ពៃរអ�� សមូលនិធ�ិមយួនឹងបុគ�លិកជ�ំញ បទពេិ�ធន ៍

ក�ុង�ស�ក និងេធ�ឲ�សកម��ពៃរអ�� សមលូនិធេិ�ក�ុង�បេទស កម�ុ� 

�នែ់ត�ន�ពេ�គជយ័បែន�មេទ�ត។ រច�សម�ន័��រ�ិល័យ

ៃរអ�� សមូលនធិថិ� ីេ�� តេល�រ�រ �រៃច��បឌតិថ� ីនិង�រេធ�ទ�ំក ់

ទំនងឱ��នែ់ត�ន�ពរងឹ��ំមយួ�ងំ�� ស់ជនំយួថ�ីៗ  និង�� ស់ 

ជំនួយពីមុនមក។ 

រ�យ�រណ៍ហរិ�� វត�ុ�ប��ំ� រំបស់មន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រ �ត�វ�ន 

េរ�បចំេឡងេ�យអនុេ�ម�មស�ង�់ររ�យ�រណ៍ហរិ�� វត�ុៃន 

ទី�ក�ងហុងកុង េហយ�ត�វ�នេធ�សវនកម�េ�យ �ក�មហុ៊ន Baker Tilly 

Hong Kong។

សូមចូលេមលរ�យ�រណ៍ហិរ�� វត�ុចុង��  ំៃថ�ទ៣ី១ ែខធ�ូ �� ២ំ០២១ 

�មរយៈេគហទំពរ័៖ www.angkorhospital.org/report

ប�� ក៖់ តួរេលខ�ងេលមនិ�បប់��ូ លអេំ�យ�ស�� រៈបរ�ិ� រែដល�នតៃម��ទកឹ��កច់នំនួ ២២៣ ០០០ ដុ�� រ�េមរកិ ែដលទទលួ�នព�ីជរ�� ភ�ិលកម�ុ�។

�រពិនតិ� ែថ�ែំផ�កឯកេទសកុ�រ

�រពិនតិ� ែថ�ែំផ�កកុ�រទូេ�

ច�ំយ��ំទេបសកកម�ស�ូល

�រព�ងងឹ�បពន័�ែថ�សុំខ�ព សហគមន ៍នងិ�រ��វ��វ

�រៃរអ�� សថវ�ិ និងទ�ំកទ់នំង

�របណ�ុ ះប�� ល

កម�វធីិ��ំទរមួ

មលូនធិិអន�រ�ត ិនងិ�� បន័��

�រៃរអ�� សថវ�ិក�ុង�ស�ក

ជនួំយឥតសំណងពរី�� ភ�ិលេ���បេទស��

សប�ុរសជន នងិ�ពតឹ��ិរណ៍ៃរអ�� សអន�រ�តិ

ចណូំលេផ�ងៗេទ�ត

�បភពមលូនធិិ �រេ�ប��ស់មលូនធិិ

35%

៣០%

២៦%

៥%
៤%

៣៥% ៣៦%

៣១%

១៣%

៧%

៦%

៤%
៣%
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មលូនធិសិរបុែដល�នៃរអ�� ស �� ២ំ០២១៖ 

៥.៣ �នដុ�� រ�េមរកិ

មលូនធិសិរបុែដល�នេ�ប��ស់ �� ២ំ០២១៖ 

៥ �នដុ�� រ�េមរកិ

http://www.angkorhospital.org/report


េសចក�ីែថ�ងអំណរគុណ  | Thank you

�កសួងសុ�ភ�ិល

�� ងំឱសថក�� ល (កម�ុ�)

មជ�មណ� ល�ត�ិបយុទ��ប�ងំជំងឺេអដស៍ ជំងឺេសែស�ក 

មន�រីេពទ�កុ�រ�តិ

មន�រីេពទ�សុ�ភ�ិលេខត�េស�ម�ប

មន�រីេពទ�បែង�កេខត�េស�ម�ប

មន�រីសុ�ភ�ិលេខត��ពះវ�ិរ

មន�រីេពទ�កុ�រអង�រ សូមសំែដងនូវ�រដងឹគុណដល់សប�ុរសជន�ងំអស់ �ងំទជីតិ នងិទ�ី� យ 

ែដល�នលះបង�់ងំេពលេវ� និងថវ�ិ េដម�ចូីលរមួចំែណកេ�ក�ុង�រេលកកម�ស់ៃន�រែថ�ំ

សុខ�ពដល់កុ�រកម�ុ�។ 

សូមែថ�ងអំណរគុណ�៉ង��ល េ�� ចំេ�ះ�រឧបត�ម���ំទដស៏ប�ុរសរបស់េ�កអ�ក។

 

�មយួ�� េនះែដរ េយងខ�ុកំសូ៏មសំែដងនូវេសចក�ែីថ�ងអណំរគុណ�ពេិសស ដល់�ជរ�� ភ�ិលៃន

�ពះ���ច�កកម�ុ� ែដល�នផ�ល់�រសហ�រណ៍�៉ងជិតស�ិទ� េដម��ី�នូវសុខុ�ល�ពដល៏�

�បេសរដល់កុ�រកម�ុ�។

      និងជំងឺ�មេ�គ

Ministry of Health (MoH) 
Central Medical Stores (Cambodia) 
National Center for HIV/AIDS, Dermatology and STDs  (NCHADS Cambodia) 
National Paediatric Hospital Cambodia (NPH) 
Siem Reap Provincial Health Department 
Siem Reap Provincial Hospital 
Preah Vihear Provincial Health Department 

AHC is grateful to everyone near and far, who donate their time and money to join us in 
improving healthcare for all Cambodia’s children. Thank you for your generous donations 
and support.

A special thank you to the Royal Government of Cambodia for the opportunity to work 
closely together to ensure healthy lives for all Cambodia’s children. 

Corporates
Albizia Capital Pte Ltd 
AMK Microfinance 
CAM-Paint  
Cheang Bak Van Hong 
Chheang Roth and Nuon Sunnary 
Danone Specialized Nutrition (Cambodia) 
Co., Ltd 
JCI-Toul Kork 
Shofu Dental Asia-Pacific Pte Ltd 
Smart Axiata Co., Ltd 
The Tadashi Foundation 
Toyota (Cambodia) Co., Ltd 

Foundations & Trusts
Anonymous 
Cambodian Red Cross 
Carmela and Ronnie Pignatelli Foundation 
Carraresi Foundation 
DAK Foundation 
Dr. Ernst-Günther Bröder Foundation 
Fu Tak Iam Foundation Limited 
GHR Foundation 
Herbalife Nutrition Foundation 
IF International Foundation 
International Society for Children with Cancer 
Kadoorie Charitable Foundation 
Leon Judah Blackmore Foundation 
Manan Trust 
Nu Skin Force for Good Foundation 
Peter Bennett Foundation 
Ping & Amy Chao Family Foundation 
Porticus 
Ptarmigan Charitable Foundation 
SEVA Foundation 
St. James' Place Charitable Foundation 
Third Monday Foundation 
Vitol Foundation 
YP Foundation 
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Individuals & Families
Anonymous 
Paul Bamatter 
Bunna Sothawand 
John Canan 
Lindsay Cooper 
Stuart and Sue Davy 
Robert (Bob) Ellis 
Peter Forstmoser PHD 
Robert Gazzi 
Marvin Godner 
Gov Zhang Hun and Em Mcleye 
Dr Kamachi and his group funded through 
Friends Without A Border Japan 
Robert and Trudy Johnson
Johnson Nelson Family  
Lim Chi Huot and Chea Kok Lang 
Ailsa Lo 
Edwin and Peta McAuley 
Noy Sambour and Ung Kimteang 
Pao Kimthon and Toeng Chantha  
Suong Pal 
Um Lyhak 
Vong Sovan and Nhok Thearin 
Michael Wall MD 

Academic Support
Boston Children’s Hospital Global Health Program 
MORU 
Mahidol Oxford / COMRU 

In-Kind Donors
Cambodia Foundation Against COVID-19 
CMS 
Global Medic and Life Steps Organization  
Chin Kimsreang 
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សមទិ�ផិល�ងេល�ងំអស់េនះ មនិ�ចសេ�មច�នេ�ះេទ�បសិនេប�� ន�រចូលរមួពី

អ�ក�ងំអស់�� ។

សូមេម�� អធ��ស័យ ែដលមនិ�ច�យ�មសប�ុរសជន�ងំអស់េ�ក�ុងរ�យ�រណ៍ 

េនះ�ន 

កប៏៉ែុន� េយងខ�ុសូំមែថ�ងអណំរគុណ�ថ�មី�ងេទ�តដល់សប�ុរសជន នងិអ�កឧបត�ម���ំទ 

�ងំអស់ ចេំ�ះ�រចូលរមួចែំណកេ�ក�ុងដេំណ រ�ររបស់មន�រី េពទ��ន�៉ងរលូន 

េហយអ�ក�ងំអស់��  គ�ឺចំែណកដ�៏ន�រៈសំ�ន�់ទីបផុំត េដម�េីធ�ឱ�មន�រីេពទ� 

បន�េបក�� រ ពនិិត� ព��ល នងិែថ�សុំខ�ពកុ�រកម�ុ��េ�ចនរហូតដល់សព�ៃថ�េនះ។

We could not have achieved our work this year without you.

Although we did not list all of our generous donors in this report, we 
appreciate every single one of you who make our work possible.

Because of you, we are able to keep our doors open for all Cambodia's 
children.

សូមអរគុណ! Thank you!
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